Founding Supporter Fund Impact Report
Introduction
The University of Suffolk Students’ Union Advice Centre was delighted to be awarded a £2,000 grant
from the Founding Supporter Fund in order to undertake two crucial projects. The first project, titled
‘Student Boost’ was established as a random act of kindness campaign, in which Student Union staff,
Sabbatical Officers, and Student Officers would engage with the student body by providing them
with small treats during key moments in the academic calendar to help motivate them and spread
positive messages. The second project was the refurbishment of the Advice Centre, where we
transformed our printer room and storage space into a bright, welcoming and safe space for student
appointments and drop-ins.
Student Boost
How the money was used
Item/Use
Student Boost Artwork
Boost stickers and labels
Printing for stickers
Coffees/Hot Drinks (to giveaway)
Bacon Rolls (to giveaway)
Pizza (flash pizza giveaway)
Donuts (to giveaway)
Stationery for stress less bags (SU branded
triple highlighters and sticky flags)
Chocolates and sweets (which were hidden in
the library and in lecture theatres)
Bottled water, chocolate and healthy fruit snacks
from Makro (which we handed out to students
waiting outside exam halls and used in the stress
less bags

Expenditure

£125
£21
£19.98
£84.80
£46.40
£0 (we used our existing relationship with
Dominos pizza)
£17.80
£509.88
£52.56
£169.35

Total £1046.77

How the fund has made an impact
Traditionally, the Student Union’s Advice Service has been focused on student casework, and we
have taken a predominantly reactionary approach to our work. In order to develop SU Advice into a
more proactive service, we are currently undergoing a cultural transformation. We want to engage
with students beyond the traditional remit of casework. One way we can do this is by introducing
and developing creative and exciting campaigns to and for students – campaigns with the ultimate
objective of encouraging them to continue to work positively, and to support them through the
highs and lows of the University experience. Positive changes can be brought about by even the
smallest of kind deeds, and it was this thought that led to the development of the ‘Student Boost’
project. We intended the project to be a series of small-scale random acts of kindness to motivate
students, to encourage them to persevere and to help contribute to their general well-being.
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What outcomes have been achieved?
The project aimed to achieve the following outcomes: the increased visibility of Student Union
staff, particularly in the Waterfront Building and at Bury campus; an increase in our member
engagement on social media; and increased visibility of the services we have to offer such as the
Advice Centre and the SU Campus shop.
The increased visibility of Student Union staff was a crucial objective, and tantamount to the
success of Student Boost. There has been significant staff change in the past 12 months, and the
Students’ Union is investing in a more efficient, student-centred and student-facing team,
introducing new roles and encouraging cross-working between different SU departments. However,
the results of the most recent SU Advice Survey (which has been sent out to students who have
opened up cases with the Advice Service), reveals that the average rating for the ease of which
students have found us, is a 4 out of 5. We recognise that some students have had little awareness
of the Advice Service, and we felt it was important that the campaign took us to the students. All
members of staff have helped to make Student Boost a success, with the whole team participating
regularly. Student Boost has allowed us to introduce ourselves informally to our members. Beyond
this, Student Boost featured in the East Anglian Daily Times on Random Acts of Kindness day,
promoting the SU, University and Foundation Board.

Picture: Members of SU staff preparing to give out Student Boost bags

The SU has previously suffered from an image problem at the Bury Campus, due to staff and
resources being based at Ipswich. The need for increased visibility of SU staff at Bury campus has
been paramount. We delivered two boosts at Bury campus, which we coupled with Advice drop-ins,
and ‘Sabbs on tour’. The first was free donuts, and the second was the delivery of stress less bags
during the exams period and free bottles of water and healthy snacks for students studying in the
common room. An unexpected outcome has been a better working relationship with Bury campus,
and particularly with our elected student officer representing Bury students. Our visits to Bury were
well promoted by the officer on social media, and it allowed greater engagement and a new working
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relationship to be built between new members of staff, and Bury’s student representative – who had
not had the opportunity to meet and discuss student issues before.

Picture: Chrissy Aresti, Student Advisor, and Rachel Gilbey, President of the SU give out water bottles and healthy snacks
to students revising in Bury campus

A second outcome of the Student Boost project has been increased visibility of the services that the
Students’ Union delivers. This increased as we offered time limited free coffees, bacon rolls (and
vegetarian alternatives), and donuts from the shop. The random promotion of these small student
boosts on our social media gained traction with students, and was followed by greater footfall in the
shop. The giveaway of free coffees from the shop was particularly popular with students with 62
given away in just under half an hour. The shop space has undergone a lot of change in the past few
months, and with SU staff in the shop taking pictures and talking to students who waited for a free
coffee, this was a great opportunity to gather feedback from students about the shop’s ranges, and
the Students’ Union.

Picture: Rachel Gilbey, President of the SU gets her free donut with a hot drink at the SU Campus shop
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We have also seen an increase in student engagement on our social media channels. In order to
maintain the random and surprise element of Student Boost, we used our social media to announce
that there would be a Student Boost no more than half an hour before it was scheduled. This also
helped to build up excitement around our posts. Having examined the organic reach of our posts on
Facebook, we can clearly see the impact that the Student Boost project has had on the amount of
students engaging with the Students’ Union via social media. Reach refers to how many people have
seen a specific post on their Facebook timelines. Posts relating to Student Boost constituted four out
of our top ten posts ranked according to reach. Furthermore, the reach for Student Boost posts on
Facebook grew, as our first post about the project (and concerning free coffees from the campus
shop) reached 384 members, whilst the last three out of five posts about the project have
consistently reached over 700 members each. Our most popular post regarding the giveaway of
free Dominos pizzas, reached 2,976 members on Facebook. Our students are clearly enjoying
watching this campaign flourish.

Images: Promotional poster and web thumbnail used as part of the Student Boost project

We also believe that the project helped to alleviate the stress and panic of students. In the case of
giving out bottles of water, back-up pens and healthy snacks outside exam halls, we noticed that it
was visibly comforting to those students, to see us there offering our support and having a brief
calming exchange with them. This also gave students the opportunity to clarify and have answered
any questions they might have had about exam rules and regulations. Emma Scott-Spivey,
Paramedic Science student said “Thank you for my boost bag! Sometimes all that’s needed to get
you through exams is a morale boost in the form of tasty snacks, free goodies and a smiling face –
courtesy of the SU staff.”
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Picture: Students receiving bottled water, healthy snacks and back-up pens prior to their exams

Perhaps our most successful Student Boost was our development and distribution of stress less bags
during the main summer exams period. We filled and gave away 100 bags with SU branded
highlighters and sticky tabs; a bottle of water; a small chocolate bar; a healthy snack; bubble wrap; a
Most Active Students summer schedule; and an SU Advice postcard. These bags promoted our
services to students and were created as a reminder to students to ensure that they revise smart,
keep hydrated, eat well, and exercise as a means of de-stressing during the exams period. Many
students commented that the bags were a nice touch and that they appreciated it. Students also
engaged with staff during the giveaways.
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Picture: Our Student Boost stall during the main Summer exams

Whilst we expected Student Boost to increase the visibility of SU staff, we did not realise the impact
that the project would have on the visibility of the new student officers. They helped to distribute
stress less bags across campus, where they were then able to talk to students about exams and
introduce themselves and their roles to their peers. Our officers are setting a precedent for an
engaged and committed student executive team in the year ahead, and demonstrating their
commitment to represent the student voice. Grace Spenceley, Paramedic Science student, and
incoming Department Officer for Health Sciences, said “It was great fun to give out boost bags to
students and to hear how their courses were going. It’s nice to be able to give out little gifts and be a
part of the SU”.
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Picture: Department of Arts and Humanities, Department of Health Studies, and Department of Sciences & Technology
preparing to hand out Student Boost bags

Next steps
Student Boost has been a successful tool for our student engagement and levels of visibility across
our campuses. We hope to continue this success in the near future, with a possible student boost
during the summer for remaining and local students preparing for the new academic year, and we
would like to do a welcoming student boost during Freshers’ week.
Refurbishment of the SU Advice Centre
How the money was used
Item/Use
Decorating equipment for Advice Centre
Sofas for Advice Centre
Coffee table and coasters
Children’s toys

£107.49
£257.44
£27.48
£17.50
Total - £409.91

Expenditure

How the fund has made an impact
Prior to the funding of the refurbishment and relocation, the SU Advice Centre was merely a corner
in a shared office. Although the office was staffed by student advisors, this was not a comfortable
space to hold appointments in and work in, given that there was limited space, and clutter from
desks. The space was also outdated and shabby. It became clear that we needed appointments to
be held separately from office space, so that not only would staff have somewhere to work privately,
but that they could engage in confidential conversations with students elsewhere. A separate,
professional space would have a more calming effect on students, and allow them to remain in the
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room longer so that they could reflect and relax for a few minutes after an appointment, and on
their own if they needed.
Since receiving the grant from the Foundation Board, we have been able to refurbish the prior
cupboard and printer space to create a more welcoming room as our new Advice Centre. We have
been able to fund newly painted walls, two new sofas, a coffee table with coasters, and a toy box
with some toys to keep accompanying young children amused.

Picture: Johnathan Dotchin, SU 2016-2017 Vice-President and Sarah Tattersall, CEO of the SU try out the new sofas in
our new Advice Centre

What outcomes have been achieved?
The first outcome we sought to achieve was to provide a comfortable, private and relaxed space for
students to feel welcome and safe. We painted the new Advice Centre walls in a calming colour,
and brought sofas which would add some colour but keep in with the calming theme, bearing in
mind colour psychology. Sofas are more relaxed and less intimidating than sitting on chairs on
opposite sides of a table. We feel that our students prefer this informal approach, as often they
come to us for advice and guidance with complicated and formal procedures, where future meetings
with academic staff are often far more structured.
Another outcome we hoped to achieve was to provide a space for student parents to feel that they
were welcome to bring their children in to appointments with them. We often see student parents,
and we appreciate that it is difficult to cover the cost of childcare. We have previously had several
students postpone or cancel their appointments with us because they had no one to look after their
child, and thus, we wanted to find a way to make both students and children feel welcome. When
children have come in before it has been difficult to keep children safe and occupied, and
appointments would continuously stall. In the past, where children have not been distracted, they
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have also easily seen that their parents are distressed in an appointment and this can be very
distressing for children to see. The introduction of the toy box and separate space has met our
expectations and made life a little easier for student parents.
Have there been any unexpected outcomes?
An unexpected outcome has been the welcome reshuffle of staff in the Students’ Union office space.
More staff have been relocated towards the front of the Students’ Union, which has made us more
student facing, and this has also freed up space for the table in the old Advice Centre to be moved
out and into the reception area, to allow for students and colleagues to meet, discuss and relax in an
informal setting. The space has become more inclusive, and we have seen an increase in students
(for example the Exec team) using SU space.
Next steps
We are locating student artwork and cushions which can be used to brighten up the room further
and make our new space even more friendly and relaxing. We would also like to add some plants to
the space, and anticipate that we will be able to do this in the next few weeks.
We are hugely grateful to the Foundation Board for funding these projects.
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